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FIND WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW WHERE TO LOOK

 

DocuStor comprises three modules:

SUPERUSER to create new users, allocate them 
permissions and create and modify access levels.

ADMINISTRATOR to add, delete and amend 
documents in the system, create and amend 
metadata, and allocate documents to user access 
levels.

USER who can search retrieve, view, print and 
email documents up to their access level but 
cannot make any changes.

The appropriate module is opened at log-in:
There is only one SuperUser, who may change his 
or her password frequently to ensure security, but 
this person can allocate as many Administrators as 
is required. Everyone else is, by default, a Search 
User who can see documents with an access level 
allocated to them by the SuperUser and all levels 
below. Each module has clear instructions for use 
included in the page.

This module gives the SuperUser the ability to create and amend 
user groups. He or she can then create new administrators and 
search users, amend permissions for existing administrators and 
search users, allocating them to up to three user groups, plus the 
“available to all” user group 0.
For security reasons, only one SuperUser is permitted for each 
installation.

EASY TO USE

SUPERUSER MODULE
Merlin created DocuStor to provide low-cost management of scanned documents. 
There are many Electronic Document Management products on the market but they 
are, in the main, expensive and over-engineered for, what is in most cases electronic 
�ling. Alone among its rivals, DocuStor does not charge for user licences, irrespective 
of numbers.
There are just six elements to master, and you can run your own document manage-
ment system. These are:

• Set up users and administrators
• Set up volumes
• Scan to PDF
• Upload to web
• Index on-line
• Search and retrieve

Evo3 is the latest development of DocuStor that o�ers complete �exibility in crea-
tion and con�guration of searchable �elds introduced in Evo2, but also the ability to 
search document content using state-of-the-art search engine technology.
It also provides advanced encryption facilities that o�er total security from unau-
thorised access.
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ADMINISTRATOR MODULE

 

If you know where to look, choose a volume (only those available to the user’s 
designated user group will be displayed) and the appropriate �elds will be displayed. 
Enter any character string (remembering to use % for a wildcard) in the �eld and 
press submit, then a list of documents satisfying the criteria will be displayed. Click 
on one to display the document in the right hand window:.

USER MODULE

Documents are scanned to a pre-de�ned location. These may be then uploaded to 
the web site en masse, and indexed in one of two ways – by importing a csv �le with 
the metadata related to each document image �le, or manually, whereby the system 
displays each unindexed �le in turn and provides �elds for the Administrator to 
complete.

The top-level split is the Volume, more or less equivalent to a �ling cabinet 
containing documents of a particular type. Up to four six formatted index �elds can 
be distinctly con�gured for each and a user group allocated, de�ning who can 
access them. They can be grouped by the �rst or second �eld and data for each level 
so a�ected can be sorted either ascending or descending.

Global Word Search is the new and powerful feature of Evo3 that allows you to �nd 
documents even if you don’t know where to look. It uses the very latest search 
engine technology to �nd documents containing keywords that you know are 
somewhere within the content. It is lightning- quick and can search a library with 
many hundreds of thousands of pages and return results in less than a second. It can 
even let you re�ne your search with new words and go back to the previous state.

Just think of a word or phrase that will be somewhere in the document you’re 
looking for and/or in its title �elds. Just enter it and let Docustor do a lightning-fast 
search and display up to 25 results – any more and there would be simply too many 
to look through. In the example below, there are 958!
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USER MODULE CON...

 

One of the principle concerns about cloud-based technology is whether or not it is 
secure against unauthorised access. It is impossible for someone to open a 
document �le without logging in as an authorised user and as coding held on the 
database is re-encrypted each time a document is opened, we have created a 
hacker’s nightmare..

ENHANCED SECURITY

So re�ne your search by searching the search results:

Try various words and combinations, returning to the previous state if you �nd 
you’re up a blind alley, until you get down to a manageable number. The title data 
may be examined and a likely suspect chosen. By clicking on it, the document will 
open with a left margin containing a list of hits along with the �rst hit highlighted 
on the page itself:

DocuStor o�ers simply the best value for money of any document management 
system on the market. Other low end products still end up costing many thousands 
of pounds which in these di�cult times cannot be justi�ed for digitising the �ling 
system.

For any organisation looking to scan, store and retrieve its business documents but 
does not want to spend a fortune, DocuStor is the answer. The simplicity of the 
system has kept the development cost to a minimum, and even where a customised 
solution is demanded, the architecture has anticipated enhancements. So even in 
highly modi�ed form the total cost is likely to be well below standard versions of its 
nearest rivals.

Best of all, there is no user licence cost – you buy the system and, via standard 
browser technology, any number of users can access the archives. The cost of access 
licences for rival products can often dwarf the price of the base module by a factor of 
many multiples, so DocuStor can o�er an unrivalled return on investment.

LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP
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